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This document represents the brand standards and best practices of Amazon Wedding Registry and should 

be referenced during the creation of any email reatail brand communications or marketing materials. 

A consistent brand voice, look, and feel is vital to ensure initial  customer interest and help encourage the 

desire to repeat. Amazon Wedding Registry emails should be informative and concise emails that create an 

appeal to click through, purchase, or  be informed.

This document is not inclusive of Amazon non-retail brands, however it can be used as a good starting 

place.  This document is also not encompassing email coding or template creation.

I N T R O D U C T I O N
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S M I L E ,  YO U ’ V E  G OT  M A I L  

We’re the bearers of good news—delivering registry tips and tricks from influencers, seasonal finds, 

inspiration from top brands, hot deals, and the latest announcements right to a couple’s inbox. 

Email is our opportunity for frequent engagement with the engaged, and we carefully balance helpful 

editorial content with the products and brands we want our couples to build a lasting relationship with. 

Every email we send tells a story, and we strive for personalized content that couples quickly start to look 

forward to.

Subject Lines
No yawns when our emails come 
along. We keep subject lines 
intriguing and fun with just the 
right amount of playful. And 
A/B testing is our jam. 

Email Center Graphics
Visual impact and a clever 
headline are how we get 
couples to scroll down to 
the good stuff. Both couple 
imagery and ASIN imagery can 
be used in this space, and we 
keep our headline/subhead 
combos short and sweet.

Email Body 
This is a highly flexible area 
with multiple templates 
developed for Shop by Brand, 
Announcements, Brand 
Features, and more. Select the 
template that best suits the 
communication, and whenever 
possible, use the Email Center 
Graphic’s tone and color 
palette as guide for curating 
content in this area. 
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Seafoam |  primary brand color

RGB #A6E7CE  |  CMYK: 38,0,28,0

Squid Ink  |  primary brand color

RGB #A6E7CE  |  CMYK: 38,0,28,0

Harvest  |  secondary brand color

RGB #FF5252  |  CMYK: 0,79,59,0

Lagon  |  secondary brand color

RGB #36C2b4  |  CMYK: 67,0,38,0

Summer  |  secondary brand color

RGB #FFC400  |  CMYK: 0,25,93,0

Auroa  |  secondary brand color

RGB #A91D67  |  CMYK: 30,98,22,11

L O G O  +  C O L O R

primary logo
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Bookerly Display  |   Size 100pt  |  Leading 96pt

Roses are redMain Headlines  

Titles

Island Style  |   Size 188pt  |  Leading 75pt  |  lowercase only, except brand names

till there was youSpecial Headlines

Bookerly Display Italic  |   Size 100pt  |  Leading 96pt

Violets are blueMain Headlines  

Emphasis

Amazon Ember Condensed Regular  |   Size 28pt  |  Leading 32pt |  Sentence case only

Two less fish in the seaSub Headlines  

Amazon Ember Condensed Light  |   Size 14pt  |  Leading 27pt

Because I finally found youPrint 

Body Copy  

G R A P H I C  F O N T S
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Verdana Bold  |  18/20pt line height Desktop  | 16/18pt line height Mobile

Roses are redSub Header

Verdana Bold  |  22/24pt line height Desktop  |  16/18pt line height Mobile

Header

Verdana Regular  |  15/17pt line height Desktop  |  14/16pt line height Mobile

Violets are blueBody Copy

Verdana Regular  |  15/17pt line height Desktop  |  10/12pt line height Mobile

Two less fish in the seaSub Body Copy

Till there was you

H T M L  F O N T S
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M A K E  S U R E  I T ’ S  L E G I B L E

Standard font for Amazon Wedding Registry HTML text is font-family: Verdana, Geneva, sans-serif. Verdana 

will be the font displayed unless it is not supported on a browser.  Geneva and sans-serif would be next in 

render priority.  Not all fonts are fully supported and risk showcasing inconsistently across platforms  

and clients.
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G R A P H I C S :  S H O W C A S I N G  P R O D U C T  A N D  P E R S O N A L I T Y

As the registry known for the world’s largest selection, graphics are one way we get couples excited about 

the endless possibilities offered by Amazon. While products for the home and kitchen will be popular items 

to feature in our graphics, we also like to show inspiration for other areas of a couple’s lives and passions 

like travel, music, gardening, or camping. And because every item a couple registers for becomes part of 

their story, adding playful, hand-drawn embellishments to our headlines brings a feeling of life, flair, and 

personality to our graphics.    

These types of images are best for: on-site graphics, associate graphics, print materials, emails, and  

social media.

Focus on the message
While they’re a beautifully fun 
element of our brand identity, 
illustrated embellishments 
should amplify the copy, not 
overpower it—use illustration 
only for framing text. 

Flattering angles 
When combining multiple 
products into a graphic, always 
choose items shot at a similar 
angle with similar shadows (if 
applicable) .

Keep it light
Using light pastels, grays, 
or white as a background is 
essential for making the product 
the hero. 

High resolution
Quality counts when  
showcasing product— 
use high-res images only.

Clever combinations
Our couples are free to register 
for anything, so don’t be afraid 
to combine products from 
different categories— 
just makes sure the products 
have room to shine by using a 
max of four per graphic.

Sky’s the limit
Bright colors are part of who 
we are, but we want our look 
to stay cohesive—only use 
colors from the Sky palette for 
headline text.
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E M A I L  I M A G E R Y
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I M A G E R Y

Reduce the amount of clutter or colors around the images to make them the central focus.  Consider 

using shutterstock images.  Background images or images under text can be used, but they should not be 

used for the body of the email.  They can be used more as a supporting element since they are not fully 

supported in all email clients.

G R A P H I C S

Graphics can be requested from Amazon D1 Creative from Freeway.  https://freeway.amazon.com/  You can 

specify the Wedding Registry Style Guide.  If ECGs have baked in text, the max word count is 12 (3 Lines 

Max.), they start at 120px and vary in height.

Amazon Wedding Registry non-ECG graphics are 240 wide and 191 wide. D1’s info on Email Graphics: 

https://w.amazon.com/index.php/Amazon_Creative_Services/Image_Glossary/Email_Graphics

Graphics glossary: https://mediacentral.amazon.com/apps/basic/media-viewer/index.

mhtml#command=getdirectory&path=img17/wedding-registry/email&ou=1

Size of images matter.  Avoid stretching or shrinking images in to the designated image space.  Retina 

doubles the image sizes, but consider the load time of the image size—you don’t want the image to be 

larger than 100K ideally.  Full width images  are 610px.

V I D E O,  G I F S ,  E M OJ I S

Video, gifs, and emojis are not fully supported by all email clients and devices.  They should not be used 

as a primary message, but can be used occasionally as supporting marketing.  Just make sure that there is 

still a good experience for if the media doesn’t show automatically.  Some helpful links on support: http://

caniuse.com/ and https://www.campaignmonitor.com/css/



Keep it concise, simple, and straightforward.  Always put the most important information first for people 

that are skimming.

Use 30px of space below every component for consistent separation of content on desktop and 20px on 

mobile.

Break up the information.  Use dividers or boarders to clearly separate content.  Use headings and bulleted 

lists to divide content for easy reading.

Align your content consistently.  Centered content for shorter emails can work. Otherwise, left alignment is 

the most legible.

Optimize for various devices and use responsive design to keep text readable and targets touchable.  

Always keep 2 to 3 images per row at maximum.

Super Subject is hidden from the content of the email but is seen in some email clients below the Subject 

Line in the preview pane.  Anything less than 140 characters will start to display the logo’s url, so it is best 

practice to fill the area for a consistent experience.  Reference: “Planning your life together...” text below.
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E M A I L  C O N T E N T
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J U S T  T H E  E S S E N T I A L S

Create a clear hierarchy of actions for the customer.  Make your primary action clear, and place secondary 

and tertiary actions lower in the visual hierarchy.   

Keep your topic consistent.  If there are too many topics in the email, consider breaking up info in to 

multiple emails. Link to information rather than displaying a lot of information.

Email length shouldn’t be longer than 3 to 4 mobile scrolls.  On desktop, gmail cut off emails that have an 

HTML size of greater than 102kb.

Optimize email to be viewed without images.  Text only versions of emails are necessary for accessibility. 

Alt text must be added to images.  Styled alt text can improve the visibility.  Use live text rather than baked 

in text whenever possible.

Character count for links below 2x2s in desktop should be no more than 40 characters or 2 lines.  When 

using product names, trunaction is advised as some of them can be unecessarily long.

Benchmark data: 

Open Rate 35%

Click/Open 12%

CTR (Click/Sent) 4.4%

Opt-out/Click 0.8%

OPS/Sent $0.9
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M A S T E R  T E M P L AT E S :  U P D AT I N G  VA R I A B L E S  I N  T H E  C A M PA I G N

The code was created in fewer master templates so that the same templates can be used for all of the 7 

template variations.  Since the code is in the hands of the Amazon Wedding Registry Developers after our 

initial coding and updates will need to be made, it is much easier to just have one template to update since 

there is less redundancy.  For example, September 2016 Gmal started supporting media queries and Inline 

CSS didn’t have to be used anymore.  Having fewer templates allows a developer to make a change only 

once if there are any code updates that would affect all of the templates.   Also, it allows the Marketing 

Manager to have less templates to keep track of.  

To figure out which variables should be edited in the campaign, try the following steps:

1) Find the identifying component name by searching on the page where you see the HTML.  (You’ll see 

results from the unique component name in the HTML preview as well as in the variables list.)

2) Update the variable in the variables list that cooresponds to the unique component name that you 

would like to change.
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E M A I L  I D E N T I T Y

Buttons generally get the highest click-through rate, but don’t overuse them.  

Use motivating language for people to take action.  Ex: ‘Learn more’ or ‘Shop 

now’.  Size the CTA based on importance, a larger CTA is good for full bleed 

content and a smaller CTA is good for the middle of the email.  Links should 

be a different color, generally Light Blue: #54A8E4 to make them stand 

out.  Use leading text or intro copy to let the customer know exactly where 

they are being directed to.  Larger buttons should have a 23 word count and 

smaller buttons should have a 14 word count.

Footer should not have opt-out in transactional emails.  The legal_footer 

variable is a place where you can input anything that is in the email 

that needs to legally be in the email, but doesn’t support the marketing 

messages.  You can denote anything that you want to reference in the legal_

footer variable with an asterick.

Header should not have navigation in transactional emails.
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B E  C O N S I S T E N T

Always use the same logo at the top of the email.  

Use consistent colors, and only 2 or 3 colors for the template. The fewer the colors, the cleaner the design.

Use the Corporate Managed Template Standard look and feel unless for the occasional special email.  2016 

Standard Amazon Wedding Registry Managed Templates: https://sonar-na.amazon.com/#/1/managed-

templates/

Then open folders: 2016-Wedding-Registry/Templates/2016-Amazon-Wedding-Registry-Template

There are also Data Components and Transactional (with and without opt-out) versions.  You can click on 

RAW HTML to get the source code.

Automated emails made by converting managed into simple templates:

Welcome: https://sonar-na.amazon.com/#/1/templates/19160/

Completion Discount: https://sonar-na.amazon.com/#/1/templates/19159
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W E L CO M E

Prime Aware
The buttons and the copy at 
the bottom are prime aware 
contents that need twice 
the information included in 
the variables for the prime 
and non-prime customer 
experience.

E X A M P L E S

Transactional
No navigation or opt out on this 
email. Uses the transactional 
template: 2016-Amazon-
Wedding-Registry-Template-
Transactional.  If you need 
the transactional with the 
opt-out left in for testing 
purposes, use: 2016-Amazon-
Wedding-Registry-Template-
Transactional-Test

Triggered
This email will be sent from 
sonar so that it is delivered 
within seconds of the customer 
signing up for their registry.
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CO M P L E T I O N
D I S CO U N T

Transactional
No navigation or opt out on this 
email. Uses the transactional 
template: 2016-Amazon-
Wedding-Registry-Template-
Transactional.  If you need 
the transactional with the 
opt-out left in for testing 
purposes, use: 2016-Amazon-
Wedding-Registry-Template-
Transactional-Test

Prime Aware Components
The button, the copy at the 
bottom, and the footer details 
are prime aware contents that 
need twice the information 
included in the variables for the 
prime and non-prime customer 
experience.
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S H O P BY  
CO L L E C T I O N

Length
You can have up to three sets 
of components with an ECG 
in between to show different 
rooms or collections.

Standard Template
Uses the standard template: 
2016-Amazon-Wedding-
Registry-Template.

ASIN Imagery
The Asin imagery should 
be added by yourself using 
the ASIN viewer: https://
image-assist.amazon.com/
bulk_asin_viewer.  The 500x500 
sizes are good options and they 
will display 480x480 in retina.  
Choose a wider if you have the 
option (ex 500x300 instead of 
a 300x500) so to not make the 
ASINs have to scale taller.  Width 
is restricted and height will scale 
proportionally.

Using variables in sonar
asdf
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S H O P BY 
B R A N D

Brand Logo Placement
Place logo below the ECG with 
a description of no more than 6 
to 8 lines.

Standard Template
Uses the standard template: 
2016-Amazon-Wedding-
Registry-Template.

A/B Testing
The Shop by Brand Email can 
be tested with the Launch 
Announcement Email.  Copy 
would be slightly different to fit 
the template.

ASIN Imagery
The Asin imagery should 
be added by yourself using 
the ASIN viewer: https://
image-assist.amazon.com/
bulk_asin_viewer.  The 500x500 
sizes are good options and they 
will display 480x480 in retina.  
Choose a wider if you have the 
option (ex 500x300 instead of 
a 300x500) so to not make the 
ASINs have to scale taller.  Width 
is restricted and height will scale 
proportionally.
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R E G I ST E R 
BY P R I C E

Standard Template
Uses the standard template: 
2016-Amazon-Wedding-
Registry-Template.

Dynamic Three Row Template
The bottom three row can be 
created more quickly by entering 
just ASIN numbers using the 
dynamic component template: 
“2016-Amazon-Wedding-
Registry-Template-DC”. Note: 
they would not have the ideal 
manual product name - you 
would have to make sure the 
product names are less than 50 
characters otherwise the words 
get cut off.

ASIN Product Names
Make sure the ASIN three row 
product names are less than 50 
characters - otherwise the words 
get cut off.

ASIN Imagery
The Asin imagery should 
be added by yourself using 
the ASIN viewer: https://
image-assist.amazon.com/
bulk_asin_viewer.  The 500x500 
sizes are good options and they 
will display 380x380 in retina.  
Choose a wider if you have the 
option (ex 500x300 instead of 
a 300x500) so to not make the 
ASINs have to scale taller.  Width 
is restricted and height will scale 
proportionally.
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E D I TO R’ S 
P I C K S

Editor Image
The editor image can be on the 
left or the right depending on 
how the image faces.

ASIN Product Names
Make sure the ASIN three row 
product names are less than 50 
characters - otherwise the words 
get cut off.

Standard Template
If you would not like to 
use the dynamic three row 
of ASINs, then you should 
use the standard template: 
2016-Amazon-Wedding-
Registry-Template.

Dynamic Three Row Template
The bottom three row can be 
created more quickly by entering 
just ASIN numbers using the 
dynamic component template: 
“2016-Amazon-Wedding-
Registry-Template-DC”. Note: 
they would not have the ideal 
manual product name - you 
would have to make sure the 
product names are already less 
than 50 characters long.

ASIN Imagery
The Asin imagery should 
be added by yourself using 
the ASIN viewer: https://
image-assist.amazon.com/
bulk_asin_viewer.  The 500x500 
sizes are good options and they 
will display 380x380 in retina.  
Choose a wider if you have the 
option (ex 500x300 instead of 
a 300x500) so to not make the 
ASINs have to scale taller.  Width 
is restricted and height will scale 
proportionally.
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L AU N C H
ANNOUNCEMENT

Tall ECG
This ECG is made up of two 
images so that there can be 
a quick loading time of a tall 
image appearance.

Standard Template
Uses the standard template: 
2016-Amazon-Wedding-
Registry-Template.
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CO N TAC T

D1 Creative

635 Elliott Ave W

Seattle, WA 98119


